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Identify, authenticate, and log visitors in no time flat.



The strong, silent type
Visitor Central from GE Security packs the power of integrated visitor
management into a scalable, easy-to-use solution that stands solidly
on its own, or works in perfect harmony with Picture PerfectTM or
Secure Perfect® access control systems. Flexible to deploy and
intuitive to operate, Visitor Central increases your facility security by
alerting staff to unwanted visitors and getting the authorized visitors
through the registration process quickly.  New visitors register in less
than twenty seconds and returning visitors are even faster.

• Faster registration; new visitors in 20 seconds 
or less, repeat visitors in half that time

• Scalable system that grows with your needs—
from standalone kiosks to multiple, integrated 
enterprise-wide stations

• Premier Customer Service with pre-packaged, 
100% tested, standalone systems that are ready 
to use; 24-hour component replacement

• Unlimited visitor types and Watch Lists with 
Automatic Watch List comparison

• Complies with Sarbanes-Oakley Act (SOX)

• ID scanning for improved accuracy and speed



Fast, faster, fastest
The last thing a visitor management system should do is create
a bottleneck at your front desk. It’s hardly the first impression
you want to create. Visitor Central keeps things moving by
shaving precious seconds off the registration process, while
ensuring every visitor gets a thorough evaluation for access to
the facility in a timely manner. The pace is kept brisk thanks to
Visitor Central's intuitive interface with automated functions, as
well as support for self-serve touch-screen kiosks and web-
based pre-registration of visitors. Visitors without an appoint-
ment can check themselves in using a self-service kiosk; your
operator or security guard can also register visitors whether or
not they have an appointment. An optional driver's license
scanner further simplifies the process and puts an end to front
desk slowdowns forever

The result: 
• More people through in less time
• Better security for your facility, its contents, and its people

The only visitor management system you’ll ever need
Visitor Central’s sophistication grows with the needs of your
facility, so whether you handle just a few visitors a day, or a
steady stream of guests, your building is protected.

In its standalone configuration, Visitor Central offers the benefits
of a full-featured management system, complete with
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) compliant historical records, Web-based
appointment scheduling, and quick-service kiosk registration.

When integrated with Secure Perfect or Picture Perfect access
control, also from GE Security, the full power of Visitor Central
becomes apparent. With no additional modules to purchase, its
easily deployable thin client requires no installation on your
desktop work station. Scalable to serve one kiosk, multiple
stations, or as an enhancement to Secure Perfect or Picture
Perfect, Visitor Central works as part of the enterprise-wide
security and access control system to deliver a whole that’s
much more than the sum of its parts. This means operators are
always in familiar territory and in control, no matter how hectic
their day becomes.

Identify,
authenticate
and log visitors
in no time flat.

Premier Customer Service
All customers of Visitor Central receive GE's 
premier customer service. This includes:

• Turnkey package arrives 100% fully tested 
with documentation

• 24hr component replacement on turnkey 
packages

• GE's commitment to excellence
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Stranger in paradise
Valuable assets, employee safety, sensitive data. They’re all at risk when the
wrong people gain access to your building. Visitor Central makes sure they don’t.
Visitor Central maintains visitor watch lists of people who are not allowed into
your facility. The system automatically checks these lists before issuing a badge.
This allows your operator to focus on ID verification, and eliminates human error.
The visitor watch lists even check for similar sounding names that may have
been misspelled during registration. For even greater security, Visitor Central’s
optional scanner extracts data from drivers licenses with flawless accuracy. This,
along with photo ID verification, ensures that the people entering your building
are the people you want in there.

The power of integrated control
When integrated with Picture Perfect or Secure Perfect access control, Visitor
Central provides the same level of control and tracking with visitors that you
have with employees. You can authorize employees for visitor hosting—based 
on your employee’s access privileges. You can also assign access privileges to
visitors depending on who they are or who they’re seeing. This allows visitors
to open doors to authorized areas and create an audit trail for every visit . You
can even configure access privileges to expire at a specified date or time, so
that multi-day visitors such as contractors use the same visitor’s badge
throughout their stay.

Custom badges, flexible
options, low cost supplies 

Visitor Central supports a wide
variety of badge printing options so
that consumables are always easy
to find and economical to use.
Easily print self-adhesive badges,
laminated ID badges or one and
two-sided badge inserts for use
with holders and other accessories.

Visitor Central also supports all
industry standard badges including
the new fold & clip and fold & hang
badges which don't require
holders. You can even produce
tear-off car passes or nondisclo-
sure agreements that your visitors
sign and leave with the attendant.

Visitor Central’s custom badge
designer is only limited by your
imagination. It lets you add your
company logo or other graphics.
You can even colorcode badges
by  visitor type. The possibilities
are endless.



Start here
The quick-setup Visitor Central Kiosk gets you up and
running in no time. This out-of-the-box system includes
everything you need for effective and economical visitor
management. Simply unpack the components and
connect them together. Use it as a standalone system
or integrate it with GE Security’s Secure Perfect and
Picture Perfect for a total badging and access control
solution. It just doesn’t get any easier than that.

Comprehensive reporting
Paper-based visitor logs are often incomplete, illegible and
difficult to search. Visitor Central maintains a centralized
database of all visitors, giving you complete, instant access to
visitor information. Visitor Central also generates a variety of
reports to meet your individual requirements.

Facility partitioning
Visitor Central allows for an unlimited number of facility
partitions. For example, both the appointments and the check-in
log for your New York and Los Angeles offices have separate
permissions. Employees in New York cannot make or view
appointments for Los Angeles unless given specific rights to do
so. Administrators, however, can view both appointments and
logs for everyone in the system. 
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Security is everyone's business
Whether you're a corporate CEO, a small business owner or a head of household,
security is your business. That's why GE offers so many security solutions to meet the
widest range of needs. No matter what line of business you're in, GE is the smart choice.

From home to industry to national security, GE Security covers the full spectrum of
security and detection systems solutions, including high-tech video monitoring, Web-
based surveillance systems, access control, explosives and narcotics detection, fire
alarm and life safety, residential and commercial intrusion detection. 

What's more, GE offers something that's hard to put a value on: the confidence that
comes from working with one of the world's most respected companies, one that has
been creating new technologies and making lives better for more than 125 years. 

For more information about GE Security and our product offerings, 
call 888-GE-SECURITY (437-3287) or visit www.gesecurity.com




